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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There have been attempts of individuals from diverse backgrounds currently seek alternative ways of life in their daily lives and implement actions based on the premise that industrial-consumer society must face up to the urgent need for radical change due to the catastrophic social and ecological problems that have been faced recently. It is also because many recent efforts to ‘green’ lifestyles have only resulted in superficial, temporary modifications with limited impact.At the same time, researchers have also synthesized a diverse literature to illuminate the multi-stage, multi-level process required to transition to more sustainable lifestyles. Work on ‘sustainability transitions’ suggests that the critical first step in this transition involves creating a ‘niche’ or space where new technologies emerge, paving the way for broader landscape and regime changes. Their prescriptions draw upon experiences in Europe to implement sustainability transitions. And from now their approach will be increasingly important in Asian context because of the mounting list of environmental problems confronting the region as well as the significant opportunities to harness the energies of key stakeholders to drive a transition forward. I will integrate core insights of ‘governance’, ‘networking’, and ‘social learning’ from sustainability transitions research to understand the drivers and enablers of the social space in Seoul, Republic of Korea. Current Seoul Metropolitan Governance and Soil and the City Forum trace the creation of niches not to technological innovation but the progressive idea aimed at changing social practices and mind-set for human prospering, for organic relations between consumption and production, human and nature. It demonstrates a platform where diverse discussion and negotiations take place implementing practical governance composed of bottom-up multi-stage multi-level with actors’ full participation from citizens of various backgrounds. 



Sustainability Transition
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Presentation Notes
Transitions do not inherently lead to more sustainable systems. In fact, one of the most cited historical examples is the transition from horse and carriage to the automobile and the fossil fuel regime (or industrial revolution).The strength of the work on transitions is that it offers a vision of the processes leading to a more sustainable world, and of the necessary drivers of those transitions. When Kemp introduced the concept of a ‘transition’, they were drawing inspiration from MacKenzie, who considered the economic and sociological explanations of technical change. Kemp believed that it was essential to address economic and social considerations to induce and scale technological change. Another strengths of transition work is its emphasis on a long-term, multi-stage and multi-level vision. 



Technological Innovation System

Strategic Niche Management 

Transition Management

Multi-Level Perspective
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ST here we refer the Dutch school of thought and extended internationally to the Sustainability Transitions Research Network. There are several other approaches from the Wuppertal Institute, the Tellus Institute, and the Transition Town movement. ST of the Dutch school could be based used to explain aim of low-carbon development in Asia. There are four main approaches to considering sustainability transitions. These approaches have different focal points in terms of their causes, patterns, and drivers, but they share a similar underlying logic and are best viewed as complementary.



parts

Technological Innovation System(TIS) 

+ Highlights innovative technological change
+ Acknowledged broader set of system failures 
- Supply-driven perspective
- Downplays the social processes
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Presentation Notes
From the early 1990s, two strands of innovative transition theory developed: technological innovation systems and strategic niche management. As its name suggests, TIS focuses on the development and adoption of new technologies and highlights the importance of innovative and far-reaching technological change. The most important component of TIS from a sustainable transition perspective is that it starts to acknowledge the need for a system as well as technology itself to drive forward innovative change. It begins to consider not only market failure but also a broader set of system failures that can affect the uptake of new technologies. TIS is nonetheless largely a supply-driven perspective with limited attention to demand. TIS with a limited focus on demand downplays the social processes that enable the introduction, adoption, and diffusion of innovation. A technology is not only successful because of its efficiency, but because it is valued by consumers and supported by current infrastructure and regulations. 
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Strategic Niche Management (SNM) 

+ Emphasise the need for policy to address 
both the supply and demand sides

+ A niche seeds systemic change through 
networking and social learning

- No guaranteed niche survival
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Presentation Notes
Strategic niche management emphasises the need for policy to address both the supply and the demand sides of equation. It emphasises the concept of niche as a space where radical novelties sprout and collective adopters; essentially, a niche seeds systemic change. A major consideration of SNM is how these niches might be created and widened so as to enable sustainability transitions. Niches that allow radical innovations emerge within an existing system, and actors expand these innovations through learning and networking. SNM is largely a bottom-up approach, twinned with radical niche innovation from the demand side, rather than a well-managed, top-down supply side process. (Niches build momentum “through processes of social learning across multiple experiments, articulating promising expectations and heterogeneous networking”. At some point, when niche innovations have matured and are scaled up, broader systemic change becomes possible.) 
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Transition Management (TM)

+ Broadening SNM scope
+ Including the role of governance

Kemp et al* (2007: 327) proposed 
“at the heart of TM lies a model of reflexive governance that 
aims to modulate ongoing developments to sustainability 
goals through changes in governance (participatory and value-
focused) and adaptive policies for system change.”

* Kemp, R., Rotmans, J., & Loorbach, D. (2007)  “Assessing the Dutch Energy Transition Policy: How Does it Deal with Dilemmas of 
Managing Transitions?”Journal of Environmental Policy and Planning 9(3-4):315-331. 
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Presentation Notes
Whether niches are created intentionally or spontaneously, their survival is not guaranteed. In response, a field of theory has emerged known as transition management (TM). TM marks the next progression beyond SNM, broadening its scope to include governance perspectives on the process of transition and long-term social change. Its starting point is to identify the societal problem, then search for solutions including, but not limited to, technological innovation. It then examines the role of governance in sustainability transitions. In sustainability transitions, governance is important because transitional social processes occur due to well-managed processes of deliberation and decision-making. To create a basket of shared visions, the participation of and interaction between a wide range of actors, with diverse beliefs and preferences, using a range of technologies must be involved. Importantly, TM stresses that transition no longer depends on the prescription of what needs to be done; rather it facilitates a process to understand what could be done to move towards a sustainable society. (In other words, transitions cannot be controlled but their substance and pacing can be directed). 
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The creation of niches is crucial to sustainable transitions, while the management and governance of niches is essential to initiating a transition; however, successfully developed and managed niches do not always reach transition stages. Academics therefore developed a multi-level perspective approach to illustrate that transitions require change across a nested hierarchy of levels: namely at the niche, regime, and landscape levels. It considers micro-level niches, where radical innovation originates, as embedded within regimes. These meso-level regimes can be conceptualised as the infrastructure and market factors that facilitate paradigm shifts; for example, much of the world is currently operating under a fossil fuel energy regime. Regimes are situated within a landscape consisting of meta-factors such as cultural values and political systems. Therefore, radical change at the niche level provides windows of opportunity to contribute to fundamental change in regimes, which in turn filter up, typically even more slowly, to the landscape level. The Figure of the Conceptual Evolution of Sustainability TransitionHowever, in recent studies, researchers have analysed the linkage between the TIS and MLP on realising major technological changes. Their view is that the development of the transition approach is not a linear development process from TIS, SNM, TM to MLP, but instead lies with the possibility of combining and complementing each perspective. 
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Seoul Case
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Social Innovation in Seoul

(Source: Seoul City Homepage)) 
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Sharing Ten Million Things, Then Million Happiness
Seoul City Homepage

How Seoul Became One of The World’s Sharing Capitals
Forbes 2014. 5. 25

Who knew that Seoul was a leader in the sharing 
economy?
“I’ve seen a lot of hopeful post-growth initiatives in a lot of places –
usually citizen-led and modest in scale; never have I seen such 
visionary, intelligent leadership at the municipal government level within 
so large a city.” 

Post Carbon Institute 2013. 11. 12



Challenges



Required Asian Sustainability Transition

Making Transitions more Socially Inclusive

Adopt positive potential of Seoul Governance

Essential Innovative and Reflexive Citizens
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